The Energizer® ER 1W U-Tube Fluorescent Lantern is an economical, convenient lighting solution. There are no batteries to purchase and the fluorescent tube is replaceable. Multiple lighting levels allow you to select extra bright or less bright to prolong battery life. Also, the light requires no bulky adaptor. Its built-in cord just plugs into an outlet.

**Convenient**
- AC Charging directly into wall outlet
- Auto on power feature automatically turns the light on during power failures

**Economical**
- Replaceable 11-Watt U-shaped fluorescent tube
- Overcharge & over discharge protection to conserve battery life
- 2 and a half hours of light in high mode when fully charged

**Versatile**
- Multi-switch function for two light modes
- Keyhole for vertical hanging

**Bright**
- Provides 30 lumens of light in high mode

**Performance:**
- **Run Time**
  - Continuous: 2 hours at high mode
  - Drain to End of Usable Light: 1 hour

**Important Notice**
This datasheet contains information specific to products manufactured at the time of its publication. Contents herein do not constitute a warranty.
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